Grassmann coordinates and a generalization of Cramer's rule are used to express every minor of every well-defined hybrid N or other description matrix of a linear t-ported network as a quotient of tableau minors. We give a multiple port generalization Green and Willson's theory that relates the sign of differential resistance of one inserted port to how the DC operating point potential stability changes when the (short or open) termination of the inserted port is changed.
INTRODUCTION
The question of whether a DC operating point is potentially stable, in the sense defined by Green and Willson, is an important one for computer aided design and analysis of analog circuits[l, 21. In their work, the concept of the "potentially stable DC operating point" and the stability indicating constant r are defined. It is then proven that if r is negative, then the DC operating point is not potentially stable, i.e., it is "unstable." This theory was applied in [3] to analyze the approach studied in [4] to insert a port' and then determine the sign of the differential resistance of that port at the DC operating point. The analysis of [3] derives the identity where g p ( A ) and g p ( 0 ) are the differential conductance of the port when the active elements are enabled and turned off respectively, and I ? , and rS are the stability indicating constants for the closed systems obtained by respectively opening and shorting the inserted port. Their conclusion is that when the one-port had NDR, then the operating point 0, for current source (open circuit) termination and the operating point 0, for voltage source (short circuit) termination Terms edge and branch will be used interchangeably. Each edge e is identified with the voltage variable we and the current variable i,. Some edges are port edges. always had opposite potential stability properties. When the port has positive differential resistance the potential operating point stability of 8, and 8, are identical.
There are two contributions in this paper:
1. We generalize Green and Willson's technique for inserting a single port to inserting t ports, each one given with a particular termination condition. Let H ( A ) denote the hybrid description matrix for this t-port, where A is the matrix of (linearized) active element characteristic coefficients. Thus H ( 0 ) is the hybrid description of a network of positive (linear) resistors. Our result is that the determinants (det H ( A ) ) and (det H ( 0 ) ) generalize the 1-port's differential conductance values so ro(det H ( 0 ) ) =
rl(det H ( A ) ) .
Here ro is the stability indicating constant for the particular termination condition, and rl is the stability indicating constant when the termination condition for each of the t ports is reversed.
Our proof relates det H ( A ) , ro and rl to minors (determinants of submatrices) of the (same) tableau [6] matrix of all the constraint equations of the t-port.
2. We applied the theory [5] of Grassmann (or Plucker) coodinates of projective (or linear) finite dimensional subspaces and their duals (or orthogonal complements) to discover which quotient of tableau [6] matrix minors equals det H(A). The same theory tells us immediately that every minor of every well-defined hybrid matrix (and also transmission matrices) is a quotient of maximal order minors of the tableau matrix. The case for order 1 minors, l-port resistance or conductance for example, is Cramer's rule.
In its first application, the technique is an alternative Of course, the particular choices for each of N and D within this description depend on the kind of termination of each port which determines the kind of hybrid matrix H is, together with the particular minor HI of H.
Specific cases have been applied in symbolic simulation [ 121 and in finding "feedback structures" that prevent an Ebers-Moll model transistor network from always having a unique solution [ 8, 131 . We apply the elementary theory of graphic matroids below to simplify the proof, see [9, 10, 111 for example. We presented[14] a broader application of oriented matroid theory to properties related to signs of electrical quantities in networks with only monotone non-linearities. ??
DC OPERATING POINT STABILITY
ro = det(Q0A + Ik) and rl = det(Q1A + I k ) Theorem 2 det(H(A)) . rl = det(H(0)) . ro
Mq
The topological conditions also imply that MO and MI here are non-singular, so
Observe that Mq is independent of A and these equations are also true when A is replaced by 0. We can now recognize that the equations y = Ax and x + Qq y = 0 from Green and Willson are the laws for the active elements connected along k ports to the passive networks N q , q = 0 , l .
The matrices whose determinants are the stability indicating constants I'q = det(Q,A + I k ) appear in equation (3) . 
MINORS OF DESCRIPTION MATRICES
The proof of Theorem 2 and the derivation of the general topological formula depend on expressing minors of a hybrid (or other well-defined) description matrix by the quotient of two maximal minors of the tableau matrix. The sequence of all these maximal minors taken as a homogeneous coordinate vector is called the Grassmann (or Plucker) coordinates of the tableau matrix row space[% pp. 300-3031.
Let M be a tableau matrix for network N with t port edges. Assume M has full row rank m. The columns of M are identified with edge current and voltage variables. Let U denote the set of current and voltage variables for the non-port edges. The t port edges are associated with t voltage variables PV = w1, ..., ut and t current variables PI = i l , ..., it. Let R be a given subset of P = PV U PI witht elements. Let S denote P \ R, the t port variables not in R.
We make the following assumptions:
1. The rank of M is m = t + (U 1. 
TOPOLOGICAL FORMULAS
The tableau matrix rows are partitioned into three classes which express three kinds of constraints. After well-known transformations we can get:
KCL constraints which apply only to current variables. Each constraint corresponds to a (minimal) cocycle in a copy of the network graph called the current graph G1[15, 16, 171. This KCL submatrix represents the graphic matroid M z on the current graph:
Minimal dependencies among these columns correspond to (matroid) circuits. Maximal independent sets (Le., matroid bases) among these columns correspond to spanning trees. A totally unimodular (all minors are 0 or kl) KCL matrix can and is chosen.
KVL constraints which apply only to voltage variables. Each constraint corresponds to a (minimal) cycle in a copy of the network graph called the voltage graph G v . This KVL submatrix represents the cographic matroid M y on the voltage graph: Minimal dependencies among these columns correspond to minimal cuts (cographic matroid circuits) Maximal independent sets (Le., matroid bases) among these columns correspond to maximal cotrees. A totally unimodular KVL matrix is chosen.
Constitutive law constraints relate voltages and currents, but only of non-port edges. We restrict the results here to the ordinary (2-terminal) resistor Ohm's law i, = g,ve.
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ProoJ Each term in the Laplace expansion corresponds to a three part partition of the columns C. Every port variable in C must go in the KCL or KVL part according to its type, since port variable column entries are non-zero in only one of the three submatrices.
Exactly one of the voltage or the current variable for a non-port edge must be in the constitutive law part. Let T be the set of non-port edge labels whose voltage variables TV are in the constitutive law part. The current variables TI must be in the KCL part. The voltage variables Tv must be absent from the KVL part. Therefore, the non-zero Laplace expansion terms derive exclusively from sets T for which:
The graph interpretation is therefore correct.
The next table gives all the cases for what operations to perform on Gv and GI in order to get G v ( C ) and GI(C), in terms of the rows and column specification of the description matrix and the desired minor of it. These graphs are used for the numerator's topological formula in (6 
